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Ex. F
Advent Talk
Issues & Concerns Category => 3ABN => Topic started by: quaddie47 on July 31,
2008, 03:26:06 PM

Title: Re: Approved SDA Media Outlet Publishes an Article about the IRS
Investigation
Post by: Gailon Arthur Joy on September 26, 2008, 02:17:34 PM
SAM,
You remain delusional!!!. Consider a psychiatrist to deal with your
ISSUES!!!
In the interim, why don't you ask Danny what the documents just
produced from Remnant Publications will demonstrate? If he survives the
question, I would love to have a picture of his reaction and a report on
his
"SPIN" and the "bomb damage assessment". The try the same trash on a
Federal Jury!!!
By the way, Thank Duffy for that letter...excellent exhibit as we declare
3ABN, DLS Shelton and their counsel "Knew or Should have known that
the allegations by the plaintiff were factually challenged, blatantly
false and designed to muzzle freedom of speech and the press and was
a misuse of process constituting malicious prosecution...". You will see
the remainder soon enough!!!
Wonder if we should add Doug Batchelor and Danny's dear Brother,
Ronnie, et al? What a hoax on ASI and adventism!!! What a hoax 3ABN
and Danny Lee Shelton are proving to be. Why should a ministry that is
a
complete farce and represents the worst in hypocritical adventism be
allowed to continue in it's current form?
Why should a ministry that has repeatedly violated the public trust be
allowed to continue broadcasting and
"PRETENDING" to be the face of Adventism?
Better come up with some rational basis quickly or the gates of hades
will be unleashed upon its own!!!
Maybe, between Anyman and yourself, you can muster up some sort of
rational defense, but no jury will buy it!!!
Cry in your soup and pray the Lord delivers you from the justice that is
sure to rain upon you.
When you lives in a glass house, one should be very careful about
throwing stones!!!
Need the number of a good psychiatrist?
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Gailon Arthur Joy
Quote from: Sam on September 15, 2008, 10:04:08 PM
Quote from: Fran on September 14, 2008, 11:56:20 PM
I am so confused! The IRS promised to notify me as soon as possible once the
investigation was over. I haven't heard a thing! Does this mean it is still ongoing?
While I will wait for Fran to speak for herself, I need to wonder at this portion of your
post:
Recommendation(s) for: whistleblower
Whistleblower - Informant Award
The IRS may pay awards to people who provide specific and credible information to
the IRS if the information results in the collection of taxes, penalties, interest or
other amounts from a noncompliant taxpayer.
One could reasonably speculate than, that since the IRS did not contact Fran her
information did not lead to the collection of "taxes, penalties, interest or other
amounts from a noncompliant taxpayer. This seems to, at least circumstantially,
corroborate the claims that the investigation is over and neither Danny, nor 3ABN
were found "guilty" of any infractions. The above seems to indicate that there will be
no contact if there is no recovery.
So, we still need Fran to explain why the IRS would "promise" to contact her at the
end of their investigation.

Title: Re: Approved SDA Media Outlet Publishes an Article about the IRS
Investigation
Post by: Snoopy on September 26, 2008, 07:44:09 PM
Well that sounds like intriguing news. So you finally got documents
huh? Remnant sure put up a good fight but I guess they finally gave in.
What do you want to bet the relationship between DS and Remnant is a
bit strained these days?? I wonder who will be publishing the next DS
book, if there is one that is... Hhmm - maybe a sequel to "The Church
Rumor Mill"?? Maybe Pacific Press?
:ROFL:
Has DS burned the bridge to nowhere??
Quote from: Gailon Arthur Joy on September 26, 2008, 02:17:34 PM
SAM,
You remain delusional!!!. Consider a psychiatrist to deal with your ISSUES!!!
In the interim, why don't you ask Danny what the documents just produced from
Remnant Publications will demonstrate? If he survives the question, I would love to
have a picture of his reaction and a report on his
"SPIN" and the "bomb damage assessment". The try the same trash on a Federal
Jury!!!
By the way, Thank Duffy for that letter...excellent exhibit as we declare 3ABN, DLS
Shelton and their counsel "Knew or Should have known that the allegations by the
plaintiff were factually challenged, blatantly
false and designed to muzzle freedom of speech and the press and was a misuse of
process constituting malicious prosecution...". You will see the remainder soon
enough!!!
Wonder if we should add Doug Batchelor and Danny's dear Brother, Ronnie, et al?
What a hoax on ASI and adventism!!! What a hoax 3ABN and Danny Lee Shelton are
proving to be. Why should a ministry that is a
complete farce and represents the worst in hypocritical adventism be allowed to
continue in it's current form?
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Why should a ministry that has repeatedly violated the public trust be allowed to
continue broadcasting and
"PRETENDING" to be the face of Adventism?
Better come up with some rational basis quickly or the gates of hades will be
unleashed upon its own!!!
Maybe, between Anyman and yourself, you can muster up some sort of rational
defense, but no jury will buy it!!!
Cry in your soup and pray the Lord delivers you from the justice that is sure to rain
upon you.
When you lives in a glass house, one should be very careful about throwing stones!!!
Need the number of a good psychiatrist?
Gailon Arthur Joy

Title: Re: Approved SDA Media Outlet Publishes an Article about the IRS
Investigation
Post by: anyman on September 26, 2008, 08:58:15 PM
You will notice that Mr. Joy does not say he has seen the documents.
He may have worded so that you might assume he has, but it doesn't go
so far as to make that claim. Why? Because it is very possible that
these documents were delivered to the Judge under seal. This would
mean that Mr. Joy will not see the documents unless the Judge makes a
finding that they are necessary to their defense. These types of
stomping around claiming victory have happened before and then, while
it isn't shared with you by the GAJ/RP team, the reality of the actions is
not positive for the defendants.
Now Mr. Joy can jump and down all he wants and claim victory that
documents were delivered to the judge (an insinuation at this point and
not backed up by anything substantive), but unless he has seen them,
evaluated them, he really has nothing more than he had previously.
It might be wise to wait for the celebration until something has really
happened.
Quote from: Snoopy on September 26, 2008, 07:44:09 PM
Well that sounds like intriguing news. So you finally got documents huh? Remnant
sure put up a good fight but I guess they finally gave in. What do you want to bet
the relationship between DS and Remnant is a bit strained these days?? I wonder
who will be publishing the next DS book, if there is one that is... Hhmm - maybe a
sequel to "The Church Rumor Mill"?? Maybe Pacific Press?
:ROFL:
Has DS burned the bridge to nowhere??

Title: Re: Approved SDA Media Outlet Publishes an Article about the IRS
Investigation
Post by: Snoopy on September 26, 2008, 09:01:34 PM
I happen to know someone who HAS seen them, anyman. While the
details are confidential, I got the impression they will be quite helpful.
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Quote from: anyman on September 26, 2008, 08:58:15 PM
You will notice that Mr. Joy does not say he has seen the documents. He may have
worded so that you might assume he has, but it doesn't go so far as to make that
claim. Why? Because it is very possible that these documents were delivered to the
Judge under seal. This would mean that Mr. Joy will not see the documents unless
the Judge makes a finding that they are necessary to their defense. These types of
stomping around claiming victory have happened before and then, while it isn't
shared with you by the GAJ/RP team, he reality of the actions is not positive for the
defendants.
Now Mr. Joy can jump and down all he wants and claim victory that documents were
delivered to the judge (an insinuation at this point and not backed up by anything
substantive), but unless he has seen them, evaluated them, he really has nothing
more than he had previously.
It might be wise to wait for the celebration until something has really happened.

Title: Re: Approved SDA Media Outlet Publishes an Article about the IRS
Investigation
Post by: Gailon Arthur Joy on September 29, 2008, 08:31:38 PM
You know, ANYMAN, if I did not know who you really are behind that
pseudonym facade, I might actually believe you cannot read english and
could not find the order on PACER!!! But you can, in fact you have, and
in fact you know that this is all fictional trash worthy of an incinerator!!!
Those documents, and all other documents, are not subject to any
"seal" per order of the court. YUP, old boy, they came right to my desk
and are still at my right hand until they are prepared for the "experts".
Those and the bank statements and now the audit of the auditor will all
be in the hands of experts in time!!!
A sad day for ANYMAN!!! The evidence supporting all those "sources" is
in, the sources are "exonerated", 3ABN is not "exonerated" and you will
need several hankies...some for you and yet another bunch for dear old
dad!!! Can you say "misuse of process and malicious prosecution"? And
now, if we can convince Linda's new counsel to open the Western Front
with a claim for Defamation and Slander by certain directors during the
Walla Walla meetings...
well, need I say more? You are "goosed"!!! And I love orchestrating this
choir!!!
You, know, ANYMAN, you have shot your mouth off for years and
claimed one vast falsehood after another. Must be painful to realize your
entire campaign is exposed as a hoax and the rantings of a delusional
sickie with no factual basis. Cannot wait to grind away at you on a
Federal Witness Stand!!! All those statements will come back to haunt
you!!!
Better hope for a "comprehensive settlement" to avoid complete
exposure. Of course, that will require settleing with Linda Sue Shelton,
the innocent victim of your rantings and efforts to preserve your
seriously challenged defamation and vicious and unforunded allegations.
***** INAPPROPRIATE CONTENT REMOVED FROM THIS PART OF
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THIS POST ***** - Daryl Fawcett, Administrator
I wish for your victims the Justice they deserve and be aware that I
have easilly valued the damages in Linda Sue Shelton's case at over
$3,000,000. Think the board wants to dig deep and split it 15 ways?
But, don't count on Danny being able to contribute, but then again he
would make 16. In any event, maybe Fjarli would like to up the anti by a
couple hundred thousand to cover Danny. After all, Danny is such a poor
man following the divorce settlement pending!!! That financial affidavitt
was "Waterloo" and Danny should be looking forward to Elba!!!
By the way, would you like to give me the name of the older couple that
is covering his tution obligation? I just love interviewing "suckers"!!! I
would much rather be known an embezzler that fully restored the
complainant than a cheat that lied to his board and suckered old folks
and pretends to be the face of Adventism!!! I believe that is called
hypocricy!!! I seem to recall that hypocrits and flames go together,
right???
Yup, ANYMAN, there is growing evidence that the Lord has turned his
back on 3ABN. The Laodicean Message takes on new meaning as the
Lord "spews thee out of His mouth". Maybe you should consider a
merger? Hope Channel would be a fitting alliance...or maybe LLBN could
put your assetts to better use.
One thing is for sure, those who are factually challenged and have such
little regard for Christian Ethics and due process do not deserve to
manage such a critical ministry. The Lord must frown in utter
contempt!!!
DANNY HAS BURNED THE BRIDGE TO NOWHERE!!!
Gailon Arthur Joy
YOUR MENTOR

Quote from: anyman on September 26, 2008, 08:58:15 PM
You will notice that Mr. Joy does not say he has seen the documents. He may have
worded so that you might assume he has, but it doesn't go so far as to make that
claim. Why? Because it is very possible that these documents were delivered to the
Judge under seal. This would mean that Mr. Joy will not see the documents unless
the Judge makes a finding that they are necessary to their defense. These types of
stomping around claiming victory have happened before and then, while it isn't
shared with you by the GAJ/RP team, the reality of the actions is not positive for the
defendants.
Now Mr. Joy can jump and down all he wants and claim victory that documents were
delivered to the judge (an insinuation at this point and not backed up by anything
substantive), but unless he has seen them, evaluated them, he really has nothing
more than he had previously.
It might be wise to wait for the celebration until something has really happened.
Quote from: Snoopy on September 26, 2008, 07:44:09 PM
Well that sounds like intriguing news. So you finally got documents huh? Remnant
sure put up a good fight but I guess they finally gave in. What do you want to bet
the relationship between DS and Remnant is a bit strained these days?? I wonder
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who will be publishing the next DS book, if there is one that is... Hhmm - maybe a
sequel to "The Church Rumor Mill"?? Maybe Pacific Press?
:ROFL:
Has DS burned the bridge to nowhere??
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